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Introduction

O

n the 16th April 1945, Adolf Hitler moved to the Führerbunker
permanently.
Its construction had begun at the end of 1941 and encompassed
the existing “Vorbunker”.
At the very beginning of 1945, the massive block of concrete
constituting the Führerbunker was almost finished. It was a vast complex
situated under the new Chancellery and was made up of twenty or so
cramped rooms which had been added to the original construction.
On 20th April 1945, his final birthday, Hitler made his last visit outside; from
that day on he remained holed up in the concrete without ever leaving his
lair.
Ten days later, on the 30th April 1945 at around half past three, he committed
suicide along with Eva Braun whom he had married the day before.
The documents presented here are of immense historical importance as they
are the last tangible remains of this descent into hell.
On the 2nd May 1945, Soviet troops besieged the Chancellery of the Reich and
the bunker.
They found dozens of bodies and heaps of ash, as Hitler had given the order
to burn all archives after his death.
The Russians took control of the site and organised escorted visits to reveal
what they had captured. However, they closed access definitively from the
end of the summer of 1945. The Chancellery and its network of bunkers were
totally destroyed in several stages.

The spoils of two night visitors

T

hese documents were taken in November 1945 by a senior French
official posted in Berlin: Captain Michel Leroy.
He had managed to enter the bunker by a still open entrance
along with his superior, Commander Rose. After a long visit of the
corridors and offices by torchlight both men salvaged documents
to keep as souvenirs. Little did they know that they were in the office of
Martin Bormann and that the documents were evidence of a part of history.
They shared their spoils into two equal parts. Commander Rose’s share was
sold several years ago and is now in Paris in one of the most prestigious
private collections in the world.
In 2019 the family of Captain Leroy entrusted the sale of these archives to
Xavier Aiolfi. The current owner therefore has acquired them directly from
the family of Captain Leroy.

The archives that we are releasing today were the subject of a documentary
in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and the publication of a
book “The Final Archives of the Bunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi
by Memorabilia publications which has been translated into three languages.
All the documents including the most insignificant were set on fire, proof of
the importance that the last occupants of the bunker gave to their destruction,
numerous documents are blackened or damaged by fire.
We invite you on a fantastic and terrifying journey through time. These
archives take us by the hand, by the senses and the heart and mind.
The archives from the ruins of Berlin have kept the battle scars within their
very texture for almost eighty years, from the burn marks to the smell of
damp that still remains.
Rarely have documents embodied a period of history and overwhelmed all
our senses.
They come from hell and bear witness to hell!

The notes of Captain Michel Leroy

Description of the archives taken in the Führerbunker
The archives retrieved in November 1945 will be presented in six different parts
• To the end of Hell.
• The affair of the bunker: the treason of Hermann Göring.
• The final telegrams.
• Defend Berlin: Hitler’s last military orders.
• The archives of Martin Bormann.
• From a burning library!
• Objects not included in elements taken by Michel Leroy.

The sale of these archives
will take place exclusively online at
http://www.liveauctionneers.com

To the end of Hell…

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 1
A cardboard folder marked
“Partei-Kanzlei”
Grey colour with several printed markings including “Partei-Kanzlei” which
corresponds to the Chancellery of the NSDAP, the Nazi party.
Organisation directed by Martin Bormann. It is marked “Regulations, circulars”
handwritten in blue ink.
These folders are typical of those used throughout the regime to file and transmit
internal NSDAP records.
Numerous traces of burning which have scorched a part of the cardboard. Creases
and stains. Dimensions : 22 x 32 cm
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 2
Set of 2 typewritten press
dispatches containing
• An English communication on the beginning of the battle of Berlin, corrected and
with a tear on the lower part (format 19 x 21 cm)
• Another from Madrid, dated 26th April, on the Spanish situation and the arrest of a
member of the Vichy government. Tear on lower part (format 19 x 21 cm)
Both have burn marks. Stains and creases. A handwritten note in pencil is added to
these (format 21 x 15 cm) in shorthand which has not been transcribed.
These news dispatches are historically very interesting. They were typed by signallers
in the bunker, who had the order to directly transcribe the foreign radio broadcasts
that could still be received. In fact, information was becoming increasingly scarce and
difficult to obtain. Consequently, in order to find out about the military situation in
Berlin, the occupants of the Bunker were reduced to trying to telephone the areas that
still had telephone lines and hear directly from the inhabitants themselves about the
situation of combat in their streets.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

350 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 3
Set of 3 typewritten press dispatches
containing
One dated 21st April 1945 from Washington on the Washington conference, the second
from 22nd April 1945 from Madrid on the situation in Spain, the third from 21st April
1945 on Himmler’s trip to encourage troops to fight.
All three on onion skin paper with a format of 20 x 30 cm. Traces of burning. Creases
and stains.
These news dispatches are historically very interesting. They were typed by signallers
in the bunker, who had the order to directly transcribe the foreign radio broadcasts
that could still be received. In fact, information was becoming increasingly scarce and
difficult to obtain. Consequently, in order to find out about the military situation in
Berlin, the occupants of the Bunker were reduced to trying to telephone the areas that
still had telephone lines and hear directly from the inhabitants themselves about the
situation of combat in their streets.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 4
Set of 3 typewritten press dispatches
All three dated the 22nd April 1945 from Madrid on the situation in Spain. The three
texts are the same.
Two on onion skin paper, format 20 x 30 cm. Traces of ink, creases and stains.
These news dispatches are historically very interesting. They were typed by signallers
in the bunker, who had the order to directly transcribe the foreign radio broadcasts
that could still be received. In fact, information was becoming increasingly scarce and
difficult to obtain. Consequently, in order to find out about the military situation in
Berlin, the occupants of the Bunker were reduced to trying to telephone the areas that
still had telephone lines and hear directly from the inhabitants themselves about the
situation of combat in their streets.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 5
Set of photos
Comprising a small format photo, with burn marks, showing a couple, three original
negatives (a face, three dental records). These photos remain a mystery. The people
were not able to be identified. Format: 9 x 6 cm
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

100 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 6
A cardboard folder marked
“Der Sekretär des Führers”
A pinkish colour, it has several printed markings including “Der Sekretär des
Führers” (the secretary of the Führer) which corresponds to the title held by Martin
Bormann as part of the leadership of the Chancellery of the NSDAP.
Several barely legible handwritten markings and signatures on the first page.
These folders are typical of those used throughout the regime to file and transmit
internal NSDAP records.
Numerous traces of burning which have darkened part of the cardboard. Creases and
stains. One panel of the folder is almost detached. Dimensions: 22x 32 cm
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

250 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 7
Memorandum from the SS cavalry
school in Göttingen dated 16th
January 1945
Memorandum on the next session of classes at the Göttingen SS cavalry
school and whether it was possible to engage foreign volunteers.
Several stamps, traces of burning, missing parts, creases and tears.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker
in Berlin, where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were
found on Martin Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the
subject of a documentary on the RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker,
the Final Archives” and also the subject of a book “The Final Archives of the
Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published by Memorabilia
and which has been translated into three languages.

250 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 8
A cardboard folder
marked “Partei-Kanzlei”
Pinkish colour with several printed markings including “Partei-Kanzlei” which
corresponds to the Chancellery of the NSDAP, the Nazi party.
Organisation directed by Martin Bormann. It also has the marking “Eilt” (Urgent).
It also has very many signatures of NSDAP officials on the first page in the boxes
thereby proving that the recipient had read the documents contained in the folder
and had dealt with them.
These folders are typical of those used throughout the regime to file and transmit
internal NSDAP records.
Creases and stains, both panels of the folder have come loose.
Dimensions: 22 x 32 cm
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

250 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 9
A red cardboard folder crossed in yellow
stamped “Adjudantur der Werhmacht
beim Führer”
Traces of scorching which have darkened a part of the cardboard. Creases, stains and
traces of soot. Dimensions: 22 X 32 cm
Added to this, a blank double sheet with Ministry of Foreign Affairs letterhead.
Numerous traces of dirt and soot. Format 22 X 17 cm
The army Adjutant service to Hitler was created after the death of Marshal
Hindenburg. The first was Colonel Hossbach from 1934 to 1938, then Colonel, later
Major-General Schmundt. The Adjudantur was attached to the Central Office of
the Wehrmacht in the capacity of an independent unit. It was later completed by
representatives of the three branches of the Wehrmacht (Marine : Käpitan z.S v.
Puttkamer; Luftwaffe : Hauptmann Curt Mantius, from 1937 Major v. Below ; Heer :
Major Engel).
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 10
An orange cardboard folder stamped
“Adjudantur der Werhmacht beim
Führer”
Traces of scorching which have darkened a part of the cardboard. Creases, stains.
One of the panels of the folder is slightly loose. Added to this, two paper seals of the
“Adjudantur”. Dimensions: 22 X 32 cm
The army Adjutant service to Hitler was created after the death of Marshal
Hindenburg. The first was Colonel Hossbach from 1934 to 1938, then Colonel, later
Major-General Schmundt. The Adjudantur was attached to the Central Office of
the Wehrmacht in the capacity of an independent unit. It was later completed by
representatives of the three branches of the Wehrmacht (Marine : Käpitan z.S v.
Puttkamer; Luftwaffe : Hauptmann Curt Mantius, from 1937 Major v. Below ; Heer :
Major Engel).
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 11
Blank telegram reserved solely for
communications by Adolf Hitler
Eagle letterhead with “Telegram from the Führer and Chancellor” in the centre, all
text printed in red.
This telegram was separated from an entire pad of telegrams found in the office of
Bormann, this explains their very good condition. Format 21 X 30 cm.
These telegrams were reserved for the exclusive use of Hitler.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 12
Blank telegram reserved solely for
communications by Adolf Hitler
Eagle letterhead with “Telegram from the Führer and Chancellor” in the centre, all
text printed in red.
This telegram was separated from an entire pad of telegrams found in the office of
Bormann, this explains their very good condition. Format 21 X 30 cm.
These telegrams were reserved for the exclusive use of Hitler.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 13
Blank telegram reserved solely for
communications by Adolf Hitler
Eagle letterhead with “Telegram from the Führer and Chancellor” in the centre, all
text printed in red.
This telegram was separated from an entire pad of telegrams found in the office of
Bormann, this explains their very good condition. Format 21 X 30 cm.
These telegrams were reserved for the exclusive use of Hitler.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 14
Blank telegram reserved solely for
communications by Adolf Hitler
Eagle letterhead with “Telegram from the Führer and Chancellor” in the centre, all
text printed in red.
This telegram was separated from an entire pad of telegrams found in the office of
Bormann, this explains their very good condition. Format 21 X 30 cm.
These telegrams were reserved for the exclusive use of Hitler.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 15
Blank telegram reserved solely for
communications by Adolf Hitler
Eagle letterhead with “Telegram from the Führer and Chancellor” in the centre, all
text printed in red.
This telegram was separated from an entire pad of telegrams found in the office of
Bormann, this explains their very good condition. Format 21 X 30 cm.
These telegrams were reserved for the exclusive use of Hitler.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 16
Blank telegram reserved solely for
communications by Adolf Hitler
Eagle letterhead with “Telegram from the Führer and Chancellor” in the centre, all
text printed in red.
This telegram was separated from an entire pad of telegrams found in the office of
Bormann, this explains their very good condition. Format 21 X 30 cm.
These telegrams were reserved for the exclusive use of Hitler.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 17
Blank telegram reserved solely for
communications by Adolf Hitler
Eagle letterhead with “Telegram from the Führer and Chancellor” in the centre, all
text printed in red.
This telegram was separated from an entire pad of telegrams found in the office of
Bormann, this explains their very good condition. Format 21 X 30 cm.
These telegrams were reserved for the exclusive use of Hitler.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 18
Proposal for the award of the Knight’s
Cross of the Iron Cross (Ritterkreuz)
Bearing the letterhead of the Air minister Commander of the Luftwaffe dated 19th
September 1944 for Hans Briegel of the 3rd Company, Panzer-Grenadier Regiment 2
Hermann Göring Division with signature for an authentified copy by a colonel of the
Luftwaffe.
Stains, creases and traces of soot. Format : 21 x 30 cm
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

1 200 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

Proposal for the award of the Knight’s Cross of the Iron Cross (Ritterkreuz)
LOT 18 - 1 200 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 19
Proposal for the award of the Knight’s
Cross of the Iron Cross (Ritterkreuz)
Bearing the Chief of the army personnel letterhead, this is for SS Untersturmführer
der Reserve Führer 1./SS-Festungs-Regiment 1 (Besslein-Breslau).
The proposal includes a very long report of the facts justifying this promotion.
The request is presented by General Neihoff, army commander, who signed his
initials.
It has no other signature.
On the first page this document is dated 18th April 1945. Then the date of 20th
April 1945 (Hitler’s final birthday) with the extremely rare reference as follows:
“Ritterkreuz awarded by the Führer himself dated 19th April 1945”.
The award of a Ritterkreuz as a result of a decision by Hitler in person is of the
highest rarity. At the time of the fighting in Berlin, this promotion takes on a
particular historic depth.
It is doubtless one of the last decorations of this type to be awarded showing that the
German military administration was operational up to the final moment.
Numerous blackened marks due to fire, creases and stains. Format : 21 X 30 cm.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

1 500 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

Proposal for the award of the Knight’s Cross of the Iron Cross (Ritterkreuz)
LOT 19 - 1 500 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

LOT 20
Proposal for the award of the Knight’s
Cross of the War Merit Cross with swords
With the letterhead of the Chief of Army Personnel dated 7th October 1945 for Colonel
Georg von Unold, signed in black ink by General Burgdorff the 11.10.44.
The proposal includes a very long report of the facts justifying this promotion.
Creases and several stains. Format : 21 X 30 cm.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

1 500 EUROS

TO THE END OF HELL…

Proposal for the award of the Knight’s Cross
of the War Merit Cross with swords
LOT 20 - 1 500 EUROS

The affair of the Bunker:
the treason of Hermann Göring

THE AFFAIR OF THE BUNKER: THE TREASON OF HERMANN GÖRING

LOT 21
Telegram in German dated 23rd April 1945 at 15.10 hours,
sent by Hermann Göring to Adolf Hitler offering to be his successor
“To the Führer. My Führer, given your decision to remain at your post in the Berlin
fortress, do you agree that I immediately take charge of the entire operations of the Reich,
having full powers at my disposal both internally and externally and in the capacity of
your representative, in accordance with your decree of the 29th June 1941? If no answer is
forthcoming by 22.00 this evening, I will consider that you have lost your freedom of action,
the conditions of your decree as fulfilled and take action for the wellbeing of Nation and
Fatherland. You know what I feel for you in these most difficult hours of my life, and I cannot
express this in words. God protect you and allow you to come here as soon as possible.
Your faithful Hermann Göring.”
With the note “FDR” in the margin (for conformity) and signature of the radio
transmitter. With the heading “Chefsache”, indication reserved for telegrams
destined for Hitler in person.
On the 22nd April 1945, following a Chiefs of Staff conference, Hitler went through
a violent rage on discovering the reality of the military situation. After becoming
hysterically angry, he declared his decision to his entourage not to leave Berlin under
any circumstances and to end his days. He added for the benefit of several other
people: “if it goes to negotiation, Göring will do much better than I”.
The information soon reached the attention of the highest-ranking dignitaries
and, notably that of Hermann Göring who had sought refuge in his chalet in
Obersalzberg. In fact, by a decree dated 29th June 1941 following the departure
of Rudolf Hess for England, Hitler had appointed Göring as his successor in the
event of a power vacuum. After much hesitation, Göring wrote a carefully worded
telegram to Hitler, to offer his role as successor.
Its reception at the Führerbunker immediately played into Bormann’s hands at a time
when he was monopolising Hitler’s ear more closely than ever. Bormann intercepted
the explanatory telegram addressed to von Below and went to see Hitler. With a very
sure sense, Bormann immediately underlined the passage where Göring requested a
response before 10 ° clock. This was an ultimatum. Hitler became enraged and had
Göring placed under arrest, he even considered having him shot.

THE AFFAIR OF THE BUNKER: THE TREASON OF HERMANN GÖRING

Telegram in German dated 23rd April 1945 at 15.10 hours,
sent by Hermann Göring to Adolf Hitler offering to be his successor

Only two copies of this telegram were sent: one sent directly for the attention of
Hitler himself and the other sent via another telex for the attention of Nicolas von
Below to be transmitted to Hitler in the event the first telegram did not arrive. This
fact was testified by Nicolas von Below in his memoirs.
He gave an account of having hoped to meet Hitler before Bormann in order to
explain the telegram to him, but when he arrived Bormann was already with Hitler
and was having him read the document.
The telegrams were on Bormann’s office desk. They were both retrieved by
Commander Rose and Captain Leroy.
Captain Leroy’s copy offered for sale is the one that was sent to Nicolas von Below.
It bears von Below’s code name: “Kurfuerst” meaning Great Elector. Allusion to the
position of Below at the side of Hitler; aide de camp for the Luftwaffe and therefore
Göring’s direct representative to Hitler.
Commander Rose’s copy is part of a prestigious French collection.
Format 31 x 30. Corners sellotaped on a sheet of green card, two filing holes. Slight
staining and small creases.
Original handwritten translation in French by Captain Leroy attached.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on
the RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the final archives” and also the subject of
a book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi
published by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.
Document of the highest historical significance

30 000 EUROS

THE AFFAIR OF THE BUNKER: THE TREASON OF HERMANN GÖRING

LOT 22
Draft of a telegraph handwritten
in ink in Bormann’s hand on the subject
of the Göring affair
“Reichsleiter to Bredow and Frank, Obersalzberg. Stop immediately Göring’s male entourage
– Stop – In addition, put General Köller under honorary arrest. Bormann”
Including a note of the date and time of dispatch (“23.4 to 20.33”) in the margin by the radiosignaller along with his initials. Document bearing burn marks, format 21 x 28 cm. Four
corners sellotaped to a sheet of cardboard.
Original handwritten translation in French by Captain Leroy attached.
This order from Bormann is addressed to those units of the SS still based in
Obersalzberg to arrest Göring’s entourage. General Köller was arrested. Köller had
learnt the details of the famous HQ conference that took place on the 22nd April
directly from General Jodl. He immediately flew to Obersalzberg to inform Göring,
the consequence of which was the sending of the 23rd April telegram. Commander
Frank was in command of the SS units based in Obersalzberg NSDAP. He was tasked
with the mission of arresting Göring.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

2 500 EUROS

THE AFFAIR OF THE BUNKER: THE TREASON OF HERMANN GÖRING

LOT 23
Draft of handwritten telegram by General
SS Rattenhuber addressed to Zenger from
the Service 1 of the RSD of Obersalzberg
the 24th April 1945 at 1.25 am
“Stop Captain Rauch immediately, adjutant of Doctor Lammers. Place documents in safety”.
Signature illegible.
Including a note of the date and time of dispatch (“23.4 to 20.33”) in the margin by the radiosignaller along with his initials. Document bearing numerous burn marks with black and
yellow marks rendering the paper fragile. Format 21 x 24 cm. Four corners sellotaped to a
sheet of cardboard.
Original handwritten translation in French by Captain Leroy attached.
This follows the one ordering the arrest of Doctor Lammers.
Before taking the decision to send Hitler the famous telegram, Hermann Göring
surrounded himself with informed advisors. The most important of these was Doctor
Lammers who was at Berchtesgarden. Lammers was the NSDAP lawyer and the
author of all the orders and decrees. It was Lammers who had written the decree of
29th June 1941 designating Göring as the successor to Hitler. That is why Bormann
gave the order to arrest him. It was an order that he gave gladly as he could not bear
Lammers, whose place Bormann had taken and excluded him from the matters in
hand. The reference to “documents” concerns the famous decree of the 29th June
1941 the original of which Göring kept in his possession in a tinplate box. General SS
Johann Rattenhuber was in command of the RSD which included Hitler’s personal
security.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

2 500 EUROS

THE AFFAIR OF THE BUNKER: THE TREASON OF HERMANN GÖRING

LOT 24
Draft of handwritten telegram by
Bormann on the Göring affair
“Reichsleiter to Dr Frank – Klopfer Obersalzberg” “By order of the Führer: 1) Send a
telegraph if you find a draft of Göring’s planned radio speech. If so, send copy here by plane.
2) Have you found other documents of high treason. If so, send a copy of these documents
immediately.”
Including a note of the date and time of dispatch (“25.4 to 06.29”) in the margin by
the radio-signaller along with his initials.
Document bearing numerous burn marks rendering the paper fragile, blackened and
stiff. Format 21 x 28 cm. Four corners sellotaped to a sheet of cardboard.
Original handwritten translation in French by Captain Leroy attached.
This telegram in Bormann’s hand well expresses the way he is relentless concerning
the pseudo conspirators and his obsession with gathering proof of high treason. It
also shows that the air links to Berlin were still operational at the very end of the
regime. Klopfer was Secretary of State of the Chancellery and Bormann’s personal
representative.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

2 500 EUROS

The Final Telegrams

THE FINAL TELEGRAMS

LOT 25
Telegram “Marinenachrichtendienst”
dated 23 April 1945 at 15.00, “Geheim”
noted in red and addressed to Puttkamer
at Obersalzberg
“Send telegraph urgently if KEIX aircraft has arrived. Bormann.”
Format 21 x 15 cm. Corners sellotaped on a sheet of green card. Slightly stained and
with small creases. Original handwritten translation in French by Captain Leroy
attached.
Bormann was anxious to know if members of Hitler’s inner circle, who had been
authorised to leave the Bunker the previous night, had arrived at Berchtesgarden.
This included, among others, Puttkamer (adjutant for Hitler’s Navy) himself but
also Hitler’s two secretaries, Doctor Morell, Hitler’s personal doctor, members of the
different services and General SS Gottlob Berger, chief of the SS main office.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

1 000 EUROS

THE FINAL TELEGRAMS

LOT 26
Telegram “Marinenachrichtendienst”
dated 23 April 1945 at 15.12, “Geheim”
noted in red and addressed to Puttkamer
at Obersalzberg - Half-size
“Telegraph brief overview of fighting in south German sector. Things are heated here. Chief
will remain here in all circumstances. As a result, 180° change in direction. Lucid atmosphere.
Bormann”
Format 21 x 15 cm. Corners sellotaped on a sheet of green card. Slightly stained and
with small creases. Original handwritten translation in French by Captain Leroy
attached.
By writing “things are heated here” Bormann is most likely referring to the different
events of the previous days including the HQ conference of the 22nd April where
Hitler had his greatest fit of rage. This situation clashed with the telegram sent by
Göring the following day, scarcely one hour before this one was sent.
“Chief will remain here in all circumstances”: On the 20th April Hitler decided to
remain in the combat zone in Berlin. Then, on the 22nd April following the dramatic
HQ conference, he announced his irrevocable decision to commit suicide in the
bunker and to wait for death in the capital of the Reich.
“As a result, 180° change in direction”. The idea had been around that Hitler could
take command of the south zone and retreat to Bavaria. Puttkamer was one of the
first concerned as he was tasked with putting everything in place for the possible
arrival of Hitler. It is clear that Hitler’s decision to die in Berlin changed the direction
180°.
“Lucid atmosphere”. These two words resound with a profound dramatic intensity.
They say a lot about the cataclysm of the last few days in the bunker.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

3 500 EUROS

THE FINAL TELEGRAMS

LOT 27
Telegram “Marinenachrichtendienst”
dated 23 April 1945 at 15.30, “Geheim”
noted in red and addressed to Müller
at Obersalzberg - Half-size.
“Inform Führerbau that only Zander and myself are here. Walkenhorst and Hermann are
at the Navy Headquarters. We are staying with the Chief in Berlin. Make the unwelcome
requests from Ott. Stop. We are fighting here. Our future situation depends on Friedrichs and
his companions who change sides. Bormann”
Format 21 x 15 cm. Corners sellotaped on a sheet of green card. Slight stains and
small creases. Original handwritten translation in French by Captain Leroy attached.
A great number of people present in the bunker were dismissed by Hitler. This
explains why Bormann began this message by listing those who remained.
“We are staying with the chief in Berlin” is a demonstration of the intense discussions
which took place within Hitler’s inner circle after the announcement of his suicide
the day before. The faithful have been counted and it was at this time that Goebbels
decided to bring his family into the bunker.
Bormann also decided to be a part of the last four.
Airplanes transported a large number of people close to Hitler from Berlin
throughout the night of 22nd and 23rd April, including Doctor Morell, Julius Schaub,
Admiral von Puttkamer and some of the secretaries.
Once again, the “We are fighting here” has a dramatic connotation of the highest
historical significance. From the 21st April Russian troops were in the suburbs of
Berlin and made their inevitable advance towards the city centre which they would
reach four days later. Bormann ended his telegram by a phrase heavy with meaning
typical of the atmosphere of the bunker.
“Our future situation depends on Friedrichs and his companions” summarises
perfectly the hopeful expectation of rescue announced by Hitler from Berlin. At the
same time “who change sides” brought out all the contagious hatred of Hitler who
castigated the treason of the army and his generals.

The reference to Ott remains unexplained. Does it refer to Eugen Ott? Born in 1889
and died in 1977, he was the German ambassador to Japan during the Second World
War. He was also known for having spent time with the spy Richard Sorge. Unless
it referred to Wilhelm Höttl, an Austrian SS officer with many essential functions
in counterespionage for Kaltenbrunner. From February 1945 Höttl was in contact
with the American Office of Strategic Services (OSS), negotiating a possible separate
peace between Austria and the United States. In March 1945 he met Allen Dulles,
the head of the OSS, in the capacity of intermediary for Kaltenbrunner during these
negotiations, but these ended with the occupation of Vienna by the USSR on the 27th
April 1945. He then intoxicated the Allies on the so-called “Alpine Redoubt”.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

3 500 EUROS

THE FINAL TELEGRAMS

LOT 28
Telegram “Marinenachrichtendienst”
dated 23 April 1945 at 16.00, “Geheim”
noted in red and addressed to Gauleiter
Giesler at Munich - Half-size
“The Führer wishes that, in your capacity as RVK, you make all urgent decisions. Send
immediately into battle, without regard and under surveillance all staff that have become
superfluous in the civil service. The decision sought regarding military services will be made
later. Bormann”
Note that this document has a correction made in ink, “In,” which is in Bormann’s
own hand.
Format 21 x 15 cm. Corners sellotaped on a sheet of green card. Slight stains and
small creases. Original handwritten translation in French by Captain Leroy attached.
This telegram illustrates the conduct of the total war decided by Hitler during these
last days. All persons of age and condition to carry a weapon will be sacrificed
“without regard.”
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

2 500 EUROS

THE FINAL TELEGRAMS

LOT 29
A4 format strip telegram addressed the
24th April 1945 at 00.55 by Doenitz to
the Reichsleiter Bormann at the Führer’s
headquarters
“Please appoint immediately a Commissioner General for Defence for the north sector in order
to realise a uniform direction in all civil matters. Heil Hitler. Doenitz, Grand Admiral”
Followed by the indication “Trout” (“Forelle”) which was his code name.
Format 21 x 30 cm. Corners sellotaped on a sheet of green card. Slight stains and
small creases. Two punch holes for filing. Original handwritten translation in French
by Captain Leroy attached.
On the 20th April, Hitler decided that in the event of the territories still controlled
by German forces being cut off by the advance of the enemy, they would be divided
into a “north zone”, placed under the orders of Admiral Karl Doenitz, and a “south
zone” commanded by Field Marshall of the Luftwaffe Albert Kesselring. Doenitz is
probably alluding to the creation of a post of Reichsverteidigungskommissars (RVK)
for the zone he commanded. This post had been vacant from 11th April 1945, the date
of the suicide of its holder, the Gauleiter of North Westphalia Alfred Meyer.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

2 000 EUROS

THE FINAL TELEGRAMS

LOT 30
Strip telegram addressed the 24th
April 1945 at 00.55 by Kritzinger to the
Reichsleiter Bormann at the Führer’s
headquarters
“Am reachable by radio via the MNA SKL. Made contact with Major Beuchs concerning the
flight to the south. Staatssekretaer Kritzinger”
Format 21 x 30 cm. Corners sellotaped on a sheet of green card. Stains, burn marks
and small creases. Two punch holes for filing. Original handwritten translation in
French by Captain Leroy attached.
This telegram is quite indicative of the disorder that reigned at the end of the Reich.
In fact, in April 1945, Kritzinger (deputy of Doctor Lammers and state secretary of the
Chancellery) tried hard to coordinate the work of the ministries in decay throughout
the Reich from Berlin, as the administration of the Reich was operational in Berlin
after the 20th April 1945. The 20th April he ordered the officials still in Berlin to leave
the city and go south, or if that was not possible then to flee by plane, then to go
north, this incurred the wrath of Lutz Schwerin von Krosigk who demanded a clear
order from Hitler; Kritzinger only received one recommendation from Bormann for
the ministers and their personnel. Following that he fled Berlin.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

1 500 EUROS

THE FINAL TELEGRAMS

LOT 31
Telegram “Marinenachrichtendienst”
dated 24 April 1945 at 09.10, “Geheim”
noted in red and addressed to Reichsleiter
Bormann by the services of the
Obersalzberg
“PG Kaltenbrunner expected this morning at 7 °clock. Doctor Klopfer is in place. Müller”
Document with numerous burn marks, format half A4. Sellotaped to card.
Format 21 x 15 cm. Corners sellotaped on a sheet of green card. Slight stains, small
creases and strong traces of burning. Original handwritten translation in French by
Captain Leroy attached.
This communication is very interesting. In the first instance, because it gives an
account of a meeting between two people at Berchtesgarden whose positions were
closely linked: Klopfer and Kaltenbrunner. It also brings new light on the flight of
Kaltenbrunner. In fact he passed through Berchtesgarden before barricading himself
in the “alpine fortress” near Altaussee where he was held prisoner by American
troops on 12th May 1945.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

1 500 EUROS

THE FINAL TELEGRAMS

LOT 32
Télégramme « Marinenachrichtendienst »
en date du 26 avril 1945 à 18.20,
noté en rouge « geheim » et adressé
par Bormann à Backe1, Rieke, Klopfer2
“Our situation must and will be clarified. The Führer postponed the decision, on your request
yesterday, by one week. So we can see the whole situation better. Inform interested parties.
Reichsleiter Bormann”
Format 21 x 15 cm. Corners sellotaped on a sheet of green card. Slight staining, light
creasing and strong traces of burning. Original handwritten translation in French by
Captain Leroy attached.
This text remains a mystery. Could it be one of the many pleas made to Hitler to leave
Berlin? Or it could be a political or governmental decision.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

1 500 EUROS

1 Is this Herbert Backe? Born 1st May 1896, he was a German politician, secretary of state for agriculture
from 1933 to 1942, the minister of food from 1942 until the dissolution of the Flensburg government on
the 23rd May 1945. He is considered as one of the creators of the “Famine plan” 1. Captured by the allies
at the end of the war he hanged himself in his cell at Nuremberg on 6th April 1947. In the last days of the
conflict, in early spring 1945, he tried to deal with urgent matters and to supply Berlin in order to avoid
a food crisis in the capital of the Reich while planning an emergency programme for the production of
agricultural equipment.
2 Already cited in the previous telegram. He was at Obersalzberg.

Defending Berlin:
Hitler’s last military orders

DEFENDING BERLIN: HITLER’S LAST MILITARY ORDERS

LOT 33
Strip telegram dated 25 April 1945 at 06.23
by Adolf Hitler to Reichsleiter Bormann
with “Chefsache! Nur durch Offizier!”
stamped in red with an autograph in the
left corner in Bormann’s hand with initials
“Gegen Ruckgabe an Z”
“1) The OKW is responsible to me for the conduct of operations. 2) It will be done
according to my instructions, which I will have transmitted by the Army chief of
staff, General der Infanterie Krebs who is with me: A) In the south sector with the
assistance of the HQ B Generalleutnant Winter). Army Group South and Centre. HQ
Southwest. HQ Southeast. HQ West B) In the north sector. UNMITTELBAR. Norway
defence sector (Army command N°20), Denmark defence sector, HQ Northwest. 12th
Army. Vistule Army group (Weichsel) with the 9th Army. East Prussian army. Kurland
army group. 3) For the moment, the general direction of operations under the
command of Admiral Doenitz will not come into force. 4)The main objective for the
High command of the Armed Forces (OKW) will remain, via an attack by all forces,
by any means, and urgently in the Northwest, Southwest and South must make a
means of communication with Berlin and bring victory in the battle of Berlin. 5) The
army group HQ and Inspector General of the Armoured Force go under the direction
of the Commander in chief of the army. The quartermaster general of the army will
be placed under the immediate direction of the GHQ Chief of the Wehrmacht and
will receive instructions from him. 6) orders for the OKL will follow”.

DEFENDING BERLIN: HITLER’S LAST MILITARY ORDERS

Strip telegram dated 25 April 1945 at 06.23 by Adolf Hitler to Reichsleiter
Bormann with “Chefsache! Nur durch Offizier!” stamped in red with an
autograph in the left corner in Bormann’s hand with initials
“Gegen Ruckgabe an Z”
Format 21 x 30 cm, stuck on card. Entitled “Chefsache”, term reserved exclusively for
telegrams destined for Hitler in person.
The HQ conference of the 25th April was the last given by Hitler. It was on this
occasion that he declared1 :
“To my mind, there is no doubt that the battle has now reached its culmination. If it
is really true that in San Francisco2 differences appear between the allies – and that is
the case – a real turn in events cannot happen unless I strike the Bolshevik colossus.
Then the others may perhaps be convinced that only one entity has the capacity to
contain the Bolshevik colossus: myself and the party and the current German state…
if fate decides otherwise, I will disappear from the stage of world history, a disgraced
and obscure fugitive.”
Hitler is still reacting like a politician and is therefore still swaying between hope and
despair. That is why he sends out his very last orders.
The first two points are indicative of his state of mind towards the army. They reflect
his absolute distrust and his underlying thoughts of treason.
His obsession is to win the battle of Berlin, with the dual political and strategic
perspective of turning the allies against the Russians. It is also very interesting to note
that he has not yet given the general direction of operations to Admiral Doenitz, his
successor. Thus proving that he still had the hope of winning.
The hope that all armies still able to fight will come together to create a movement to
open up Berlin.
“The principal objective for the high command of the armed forces (OKW) will remain, via
an attack by all forces, by all means and in the utmost urgency from the Northwest, from
the Southwest and from the South and must make a communication bridge with Berlin and
thereby bring victory to the battle of Berlin”.

1 Joachim FEST “The Last Days of Hitler”, Perrin.
2 This news is certainly the reflection of an information dispatch such as those in this set of archives. This
shows the poverty of their sources of information and the importance of these dispatches.

DEFENDING BERLIN: HITLER’S LAST MILITARY ORDERS

Strip telegram dated 25 April 1945 at 06.23 by Adolf Hitler to Reichsleiter
Bormann with “Chefsache! Nur durch Offizier!” stamped in red with an
autograph in the left corner in Bormann’s hand with initials
“Gegen Ruckgabe an Z”
The armies in Norway3, Denmark4, the Vistule army group5, the Courland army
group6 were regrouped. It was in fact merely a regrouping carried out on the maps of
the general staff. The majority of these units were unable to obey this order.
It was created on the Eastern front from the remainder of the north army groups,
isolated in the Courland peninsula by the advance of Soviet armed forces during
the Baltic offensive in 1944. This group remained cut off until the end of the Second
World War in Europe. All these units received an order from the Wehrmacht
command to surrender during the capitulation of 8th May 1945, representing 180,000
men.
Only the 12th Army mentioned before the Vistule Army group was capable of joining
Berlin. It was the very famous Wenck9 , who was the last hope of Berlin in flames and
the one that everyone was counting on.
When this order was received, Wenck ceased fighting with the Americans and
responded to the order to save the city. His recently formed army suddenly turned
to the east and in the general confusion they took the Soviets by surprise who were
encircling the capital of the Reich. Hitler considered Wenck’s advance as the last hope
for Berlin.
Wenck’s troops headed towards Berlin with a good morale but were stopped outside
Potsdam by strong resistance from the Red Army. Incapable of reaching Berlin,
Wenck planned to move towards the Halbe forest and join the rest of the 9th Army
and the Potsdam garrison, while opening a way for the inhabitants of Berlin to flee.
This document is of the highest historical importance indicating Hitler’s final order
and what he believed to be his final throw of the political dice.
Format 21 x 30 cm. Corners sellotaped on a sheet of green card. Staining and light
creasing. Two holes for filing. Original handwritten translation in French by Captain
Leroy attached.

3 Occupied from the 9th April 1940, it was not liberated until the 8th May 1945 after the surrender of
the German forces.
4 Also liberated after the 8th May 45.
5 This group of armies was created 24th January 1945 to protect Berlin from the Soviet army that was
advancing on the city along the river Vistule, Weichsel in German. However, since its creation it has been
pointed out that its name was badly chosen as the units were concentrated to the east of the Oder.
6 The Courlande army groups (“Heeresgruppe Kurland”) is a group of German armies of the Wehrmacht
during the Second World War.

These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.
Historical document of the greatest importance.

30 000 EUROS

Archives of Martin Bormann

ARCHIVES OF MARTIN BORMANN

LOT 34
Cheque book of the Commerzbank
of Munich
Cover totally blackened by flames and soot. The cheque book is complete, except
for two cheques (N°926 and 927). Handwritten note on the second page of the cover
indicating the sums (176.254, 68 DM and 100.000 DM), the dates (both of the 14th
April) and the recipients (Commerzbank for the 176.000 DM and the Economic
Institute for the two missing cheques.)
9 Walter Wenck (1900-1982) was the youngest general in the German army.
Slight creasing, missing elements and numerous burn marks. Format: 10.5 x 16 cm.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

250 EUROS

ARCHIVES OF MARTIN BORMANN

LOT 35
Binder containing documents from
the archives of Arthur Kannenberg
Contents: a draft of a letter to Hitler signed by Kannenberg with his handwritten
correction in 1943, 3 onion skin letters from Kannenberg (one to Hitler, the other 2 to
Bormann), two letters signed by Bormann to Kannenberg in 1943 concerning service
issues including one relating to Hitler’s order to send packets to members of Hitler
Jugend as he had done for the men of the Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler, a copy of
a 3-page letter (concerning service questions) on onion skin paper, two letters from
Kannenberg to Bormann (only one of which is signed), a greeting card from the
Adjudantur of the Führer (Christmas 1942) signed by Burgdorf, von Puttkammer,
Nicolas von Below, a correspondence between Kurt Böhning and Kannenberg, a
sheet of onion skin paper from a letter of good wishes for the year 1942 addressed to
Eva Braun and one to the Goebbels family, a series of copies of letters on onion skin
paper addressed to various correspondents by Kannenberg in 1942 (General of the
Police Kurt Daluege, Dresdner Bank, Daluege, a letter signed by the patron of the
NSKK (Korpsführer), correspondence of artistic orders with Bruno Heroux (German
painter, engraver and illustrator) to Kannenberg, with copy of Kannenberg’s answers
on onion skin paper, a series of correspondences of unidentified people addressed
to Kannenberg or sent by him (copy on onion skin paper), correspondence sent to
general Niehoff also on onion skin paper.
Arthur Kannenberg (1896-1963) was Hitler’s House Manager (Hausintendant des
Führers). He studied gastronomy thanks to his father, Oskar Kannenberg, who
was the owner of a hotel and several restaurants in Berlin. The Nazis, and Hitler
in particular, were frequent visitors to his restaurants before the seize of power.
Kannenberg was soon offered the management of the Brown House. After Hitler’s
accession to power, he was named house manager of the Reich chancellery in Berlin.
By virtue of his position, he also became house manager of Führer’s headquarters
and of the Berghof. In the bunker, he occupied a position that was soon named
“Kannenberg alley” where the supplies were located.
His position placed him under the direct responsibility of Martin Bormann, who
was, among other things, director of the Berghof. It makes sense therefore that their
archives are together.

Set contained in the original ring binder with original alphabetical dividers. Traces
of soot on the first pages, bottom of pages damaged, general wear and tear, stains,
missing elements and tears. Format: 28 x 32 cm for the binder, various formats for the
sheets.
Exceptional set which came to us intact.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

2 000 EUROS

ARCHIVES OF MARTIN BORMANN

Binder containing documents from the archives of Arthur Kannenberg
LOT 35 - 2 000 EUROS

ARCHIVES OF MARTIN BORMANN

LOT 36
Eicke Bormann, one of the daughters of
Martin Bormann
Pouch in orange card (very damaged) containing one A4 page with a colour drawing
signed “Eicke” and dated 1945. Eicke was one of Martin Bormann’s daughters. The
drawing is on the reverse side of a blank letter-headed sheet of paper of Martin
Bormann at Obersalzberg. Her family had sought refuge there. Format 21 x 29 cm.
Tragic and moving souvenir.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

250 EUROS

ARCHIVES OF MARTIN BORMANN

LOT 37
Birthday present for Otto Gunsche,
personal aide to Adolf Hitler
Collection of ink drawings given to Gunsche for his 27th birthday (24th September
1944) showing sometimes satirical scenes of life in Hitler’s headquarters at
Rastenberg in East Prussia. It is entitled “Rastenberg 1944”. The artist is unknown.
The first plate shows views of the city (town hall, castle…). The second features a
drawing of Gunsche, supplies under his arm, surrounded by a couple raising their
glasses with an autographed dedication in the form of a poem. The third shows
a lunch with different members of Hitler’s inner circle with satirical comments
and a poem. The fourth represents guests dancing, also with a poem. The fifth
shows Gunsche at football. The sixth feasting in gallant company. The seventh as a
conclusion to this long birthday poem deals with love. The eighth and final one has a
dedication which is very difficult to read as it has been blackened by fire.
Cover and drawings partly very badly damaged by flames, some detached. Green
binding string present but blackened in places. Format : 24 x 30. The flames have
rendered this document very fragile. It should be handled with great care.
Important historical souvenir relating to the inner circle of people living with Hitler
on a daily basis. Gunsche was among those he trusted the most. Gunsche was tasked
by Hitler to burn his body.

1 200 EUROS

ARCHIVES OF MARTIN BORMANN

Birthday present for Otto Gunsche, personal aide to Adolf Hitler
LOT 37 - 1 200 EUROS

In a burning library!

IN A BURNING LIBRARY!

LOT 38
Three collections
Containing lithographs from Spitzweg with a dedication (signature
illegible) for Christmas 1942.
Format : 26 x 33 cm
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker
in Berlin, where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives
were found on Martin Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery
was the subject of a documentary on the RMC channel in 2019 entitled
“Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a book “The Final
Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

IN A BURNING LIBRARY!

LOT 39
4 copies of the “SS Handblätter” review
Cover of one copy with flame damage.
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

200 EUROS

IN A BURNING LIBRARY!

LOT 40
4 copies of the “SS Handblätter” review
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker in Berlin,
where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were found on Martin
Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the subject of a documentary on the
RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker, the Final Archives” and also the subject of a
book “The Final Archives of the Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published
by Memorabilia and which has been translated into three languages.

200 EUROS

IN A BURNING LIBRARY!

LOT 41
Ordnance survey map, East and
West Germany
Document with tracing of burning on the left which has seriously
altered the paper. Format 14 x 30 cm
These documents were salvaged by Captain Michel Leroy from Hitler’s bunker
in Berlin, where he had secretly entered in November 1945. These archives were
found on Martin Bormann’s personal desk. The story of their discovery was the
subject of a documentary on the RMC channel in 2019 entitled “Führerbunker,
the Final Archives” and also the subject of a book “The Final Archives of the
Führerbunker” by Paul Villatoux and Xavier Aiolfi published by Memorabilia
and which has been translated into three languages.

150 EUROS

Object not part of the belongings
recovered by Captain Leroy

OBJECT NOT PART OF THE BELONGINGS RECOVERED BY CAPTAIN LEROY

LOT 42
Mein Kampf of marriage of one
of the secretaries of Adolf Hitler
Deluxe medium format edition from 1938, bound in full leather, with the addition of
an amber plate on the front cover enhanced by the silver engraving of an eagle and
the words «Adolf Hitler Mein Kampf».
One of the first pages features an illuminated dedication in Gothic by the Mayor of
the city of Danzig on the occasion of the wedding in the great hall of his city hall of
Gerda Daranowski and Eckhard Christian on November 28, 1942.
Gerda Daranowski was one of Adolf Hitler’s four secretaries, along with Johanna
Wolf, Traudl Junge and Christa Schroeder.  Nicknamed «Dara», she began working
for him in 1937, after having been employed by the cosmetics firm Elisabeth Arden.
She was one of the last occupants of the Führerbunker during the Battle of Berlin. She
left the bunker in an attempt to flee Berlin on May 1, 1945 with a small group of
women (including Junge, Krüger, and Manziarly), led by SS-Brigadeführer Wilhelm
Mohnke. The group was found the next day while hiding in a basement.  She died of
cancer in Düsseldorf in 1997.

3 000 EUROS

OBJECT NOT PART OF THE BELONGINGS RECOVERED BY CAPTAIN LEROY

Mein Kampf of marriage of one of the secretaries of Adolf Hitler
LOT 42 - 3 000 EUROS

OBJECT NOT PART OF THE BELONGINGS RECOVERED BY CAPTAIN LEROY

LOT 43
«Des Konigslied», book with bookplate
of Adolf Hitler from the library of his
residence in Berchtesgaden
«Des Konigslied», a work with Adolf Hitler’s bookplate from the library of his
residence in BerchtesgadenVolume 1 of Part IV, Weimar 1928, a book of poems with
Adolf Hitler’s personal bookplate pasted on the second cover.
The provenance of this book allows, without any doubt, to authenticate this ex-libris
as being originally affixed. Which is, unfortunately, not always the case. Format: book
(22x29 cm), ex-libris (9x10 cm).
This book comes from the estate of Captain M. Musnier, who commanded the 397th
Road Traffic Company.
This unit belonged to the Second Armored Division of General Leclerc, in which he
fought during World War II.
He participated in the capture of Hitler’s Berghof in Berchtesgaden, a building in
which the 397th Company entered first followed by Lieutenant MESSIAH’s section of
the 12th Chad Company (RMT) on May 5, 1945. He recovered there a certain number
of war captures of which this work. An exact reproduction of the text of one of the
pages of his war notebook explaining the capture of the Berghof and the memories he
took there is attached.

750 EUROS

OBJECT NOT PART OF THE BELONGINGS RECOVERED BY CAPTAIN LEROY

LOT 44
Set of three books from Goering’s library
Lot of three books:
-»The Art of El Greco», by Hugo Kehrer, profusely illustrated, size 21x28, bound in
brown leather, Munich 1914, logo of the house of German art of Munich embossed
on the front cover, floral framing with roulette on both boards, gilt spine of floral
decorations, bookplate on the second cover of the library of the association of Munich
artists,
- «Les dessins de Eugène Delacroix», text by Charles Baudelaire and Hans Graber,
Basel 1929, profusely illustrated, size 21x29, bound in white leather, small embossed
cartouche on the front cover, bookplate on the back cover of the library of the Munich
Artists Association,
-Leonardo da Vinci», by Anny Popp, Munich 1928, abundantly illustrated, bound
in red leather, size 21x28, logo of the German Art House of Munich embossed on
the front cover, bookplate on the back cover of the library of the Munich Artists’
Association
Traces of wear, folds, soiling, moisture, missing on all parts.
These two pieces come from Goering’s armored train, which was filled with
everything from his huge estate in Carinhall, East Prussia, and which was parked at
Berchtesgaden station in May 1945.
This book comes from the estate of Captain M. Musnier, who commanded the 397th
Road Traffic Company.
This unit belonged to the Second Armored Division of General Leclerc, in which he
fought during World War II.
He participated in the capture of Hitler’s Berghof in Berchtesgaden, a building in
which the 397th Company entered first followed by Lieutenant MESSIAH’s section of
the 12th Chad Company (RMT) on May 5, 1945. He recovered there a certain number
of war captures of which this work. An exact reproduction of the text of one of the
pages of his war notebook explaining the capture of the Berghof and the memories he
took there is attached.

450 EUROS

OBJECT NOT PART OF THE BELONGINGS RECOVERED BY CAPTAIN LEROY

LOT 45
Set of two books from Goering’s library
Lot of two books:
- «The Ring of the Niebelungen» opera by Richard Wagner (volume 1 only), size
19 cmx25 cm) richly illustrated by Arthur Rackham in 1910, bound in full leather
with a gilded medallion on the front cover «RW» for Richard Wagner. This work has
the addition of a handwritten page in the hand of Captain Musnier indicating its
provenance,
- «The masters of miniatures of the last 500 years» by Ernst Lemberger, Stuttgard
1911, size 23 cm x 28 cm, bound in green cloth with gold embossed decorations on the
first board and spine, gilt edges, a very richly illustrated copy
Traces of wear, folds, soiling, moisture, missing on all parts.
These two pieces come from Goering’s armored train, which was filled with
everything from his huge estate in Carinhall, East Prussia, and which was parked at
Berchtesgaden station in May 1945.
This book comes from the estate of Captain M. Musnier, who commanded the 397th
Road Traffic Company.
This unit belonged to the Second Armored Division of General Leclerc, in which he
fought during World War II.
He participated in the capture of Hitler’s Berghof in Berchtesgaden, a building in
which the 397th Company entered first followed by Lieutenant MESSIAH’s section of
the 12th Chad Company (RMT) on May 5, 1945. He recovered there a certain number
of war captures of which this work. An exact reproduction of the text of one of the
pages of his war notebook explaining the capture of the Berghof and the memories he
took there is attached.

300 EUROS

OBJECT NOT PART OF THE BELONGINGS RECOVERED BY CAPTAIN LEROY

LOT 46
Atlas with Adolf Hitler’s bookplate
from the library of his residence in
Berchtesgaden»
MeyerLexiton «, volume 16 of the 17th edition of the famous popular
atlas. Leather spine with gilt iron motifs.
The second cover has Adolf Hitler’s personal bookplate glued to it. The
provenance of this book allows, without any doubt, to authenticate this
ex-libris as being originally affixed. Unfortunately, this is not always the
case.
Format: book (17x24 cm), ex-libris (9x10 cm), traces of wear, folds,
soiling, missing.
This book comes from the estate of Captain M. Musnier, who
commanded the 397th Road Traffic Company.
This unit belonged to the Second Armored Division of General Leclerc, in
which he fought during World War II.
He participated in the capture of Hitler’s Berghof in Berchtesgaden,
a building in which the 397th Company entered first followed by
Lieutenant MESSIAH’s section of the 12th Chad Company (RMT) on
May 5, 1945. He recovered there a certain number of war captures of
which this work. An exact reproduction of the text of one of the pages
of his war notebook explaining the capture of the Berghof and the
memories he took there is attached.

900 EUROS

OBJECT NOT PART OF THE BELONGINGS RECOVERED BY CAPTAIN LEROY

LOT 47
Set of 10 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross
Autographs of RK Luftwaffe. 10 post-war photos. Autograph signatures
Glued to yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Drivers Broich, Scheffel,
Fischer, Zwernemann, Foltin, Schleinhege, Seiler, Schroer, Roell and Schlosser.
Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

LOT 49
Set of 10 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross      
Autographs of RK Luftwaffe. 10 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued to
yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Drivers Knabe, Kûhne, Beisswenger,
Kieslish, Kaiser, Lau, Klümpfer, Pingel, Noller, Olejnik.
Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

LOT 48

LOT 50

Set of 10 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross    

Set of 10 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross     

Autographs of RK Luftwaffe. 10 post-war photos. Autograph signatures
Glued to yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Drivers Hahn, Wittmer,
Zahn, Borchers, Wittmer, Prentl, Höfer, Hozzel, Schack, and Lang.

Autographs of RK Luftwaffe. 10 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued
to yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Drivers Bahr, Joswig, Mayerl,
Moritz, Mertens, Meyering, Meister, Mayer, Marquardt, Neumann.

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

50 EUROS

OBJECT NOT PART OF THE BELONGINGS RECOVERED BY CAPTAIN LEROY

LOT 51

LOT 53

Set of 10 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross     

Set of 10 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross    

Autographs of RK Luftwaffe. 10 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued to
yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Drivers Hampf, Heise, Heinemann,
Ewald, Dahmer, Hadeball, Grislawski, Schnell, Bruck, and Seeger.

10 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued to yellow cardboard. Some gaps
and traces of tape. Drivers Büttner, Glunz, Dahl, Dahlmann, Fischer, Eder, Johnen,
Diekwisch, Isken and Steinhoff.

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

50 EUROS

LOT 52

LOT 54

Set of 10 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross     

Set of 10 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross      

Autographs of RK Luftwaffe. 10 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued
to yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Drivers Henze, Heinemann,
Axthammer, Antrup, Hoffmann, Ackermann, Bennemann, Becker, Nacke, and
Beerenbrock.

Autographs of RK Luftwaffe. 10 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued to
yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Pilots Rossmann, Stamp, Schuck,
Timm, Rossmann, Fischer, Dickfeld, Schöpfel, Engel, and Düttmann.

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

OBJECT NOT PART OF THE BELONGINGS RECOVERED BY CAPTAIN LEROY

LOT 55

LOT 57

Set of 10 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross      

Set of 12 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross     

Autographs of RK Luftwaffe. 10 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued to
yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Pilotes Reinert, Christl, Freytag,
Rudel, Bob, Spadiut, Schoenert, Bob, Bertram, et Petersen.

Autographs of RK Kriegsmarine. 12 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued
to yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Officers Landehrmann, Bülow,
Kraus, Korth, Ites, Jahn, Lassen, Köenzoff, König, Lange, and Gästmann. All the
photos have handwritten documents, written by the recipients.

A noter une certaine usure et patine des pièces. Divers formats de photos.

50 EUROS

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

LOT 56

LOT 58

Set of 7 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross     

Set of 12 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross     

Autographs of RK Luftwaffe. 7 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued to
yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Brennecke, Stüdemann, Zorner,
Kuhlmey, Hermichen, Bätcher, and Seelmann pilots.

Autographs of RK Kriegsmarine. 12 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued
to yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Officers Clausen, Duch, Feldt,
Fichtner, Fimmen, Toeniges, Christiansen, Kemnade, Wuppermann, Braack, Frank,
and Bielig. All the photos have handwritten documents, written by the recipients.

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

OBJECT NOT PART OF THE BELONGINGS RECOVERED BY CAPTAIN LEROY

LOT 59

LOT 61

Set of 12 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross    

Set of 12 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross     

Autographs of RK Kriegsmarine. 12 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued to
yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Officers Gottwalles, Dönitz, Gartzen,
Funda, Emmermann, Hansen, Birnbachner, Von Blanc, Blum Büchting, Dammeier,
and Gelhaus. All the photos have handwritten documents, written by the recipients.

Autograph signatures. Glued to yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape.
Officers Roll, Reinhardt, Müller, Reihnardt, Künzel, Muser, Korth, Meyering, Schulz,
and Seevers. All the photos have handwritten documents, written by the recipients.

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

LOT 60

LOT 62

Set of 9 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross     

Set of 11 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross      

Autographs of RK Kriegsmarine. 9 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued
to yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Officers Kaeding, Dobratz, Eick,
Koitschka, Ulrich, Zymalkowsky, Bauer, Bargsten, and Hardegen. All the photos have
handwritten documents, written by the recipients.

Autographs of RK Luftwaffe. 11 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued to
yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Officers Wolf, Woldenga, Witzig,
Wittmann, Werner, Weik, Stronk, Starke, Späte, Studemann, Trautloft. All the photos
have handwritten documents, written by the recipients.

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

50 EUROS

OBJECT NOT PART OF THE BELONGINGS RECOVERED BY CAPTAIN LEROY

LOT 63
Set of 11 photos signed by holders of the
Knight’s Iron Cross     
Autographs of RK Luftwaffe. 11 post-war photos. Autograph signatures. Glued
to yellow cardboard. Some gaps and traces of tape. Officers Störchel, Wolfrum,
Südel, Thomsen, Uhlig, Thyben, Unger, Ubben, and Wallhäuser. All the photos have
handwritten documents, written by the recipients.
Note some wear and patina of the parts. Various photo formats.

50 EUROS

TERMS OF SALES
PRÉAMBULE ET GARANTIES
La vente sera faite au comptant et conduite en euros.
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